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Abstract—A method is proposed for estimating direction-of-
arrival (DOA) and power spectral density (PSD) of stationary
point source signals using a single, rotating, directional mi-
crophone. By considering different microphone orientations for
different time frames, the DOA is estimated by locating the
maxima in an estimated PSD vector obtained by solving a group-
sparsity constrained optimization problem using a dictionary
composed of the known microphone response sampled on an
angular grid. The estimated DOAs are then used for obtaining
an overdetermined least squares problem with a nonnegativity
constraint for re-estimating the PSD of the point source signals.
The DOA estimation performance is compared between cases of
different frequency-dependent microphone directivity patterns,
as well as with the MUSIC algorithm for 6-element uniform
linear and circular microphone arrays. The proposed stationary
point source PSD estimation using DOA information is compared
with traditional single-channel methods for PSD estimation em-
ploying minimum statistics and MMSE-based approaches for a
rotating microphone setup, one speech source and one stationary
interfering point source.

Index Terms—Direction-of-arrival estimation, power spectral
density estimation, single-channel, speech enhancement

I. INTRODUCTION

Multichannel noise reduction is known to show better
performance than single-channel approaches, due to the spatial
diversity offered by microphone arrays [1]. However, due to
computational complexity and hardware design restrictions,
multichannel speech enhancement is not always able to reach
its theoretical potential in practice [2], [3]. In this paper, we
provide a different perspective on capturing and estimating
spatial information of audio signals for noise reduction while
maintaining a simple hardware setup, by proposing a method
for power spectral density (PSD) estimation based on signal
direction-of-arrival (DOA) estimation with a single, rotating,
directional microphone. Some examples of applications that
could benefit from the proposed approach include those in-
volving devices that can present spatially dynamic behavior,
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such as hearing aids, smartphones and cameras. Applications
involving the use of off-the-shelf multi-microphone mobile
devices, where the microphone array geometry might be un-
known, could also benefit from a single-microphone fallback
strategy.

Although single-microphone source localization has already
been performed by employing machine learning and scattering
structures [4]–[6], as well as by exploiting the Doppler effect
obtained from constant circular motion [7], [8], single-channel
spatial audio analysis based on movements of a directional
microphone remains a largely unexplored problem. Therefore,
the method proposed in this paper is developed under a set
of considerably strong assumptions, mainly of spatiotemporal
stationarity of uncorrelated sources, anechoic conditions and
controlled microphone movements. As in most research chal-
lenges, these assumptions are expected to be further relaxed in
the future while gradually developing more suitable solutions.

The main concept behind the proposed method is that
a directional microphone will capture a spatially static and
localized sound source with a different response depending
on the direction towards which it is oriented. As the micro-
phone orientation varies for different observation time frames,
changes in the microphone signal PSD can be analyzed for
determining spatial information about the sources generating
the observed sound field. More specifically, we show that the
DOA of multiple point source signals can be estimated by
solving a group-sparsity constrained optimization problem for
the direction-dependent PSD values relative to a given angular
dictionary, and locating peaks in the estimated PSD vector.
Due to the biased nature of the PSD estimation in the sparsity-
constrained problem, the estimated DOAs are then used for
re-estimating solely the PSD of the located point source
signals, by solving an overdetermined least-squares problem
with a nonnegativity constraint. The performance of the DOA
estimation step is assessed through simulations for different
frequency-dependent microphone directivity patterns, and is
compared to the MUSIC algorithm for 6-element uniform
linear and circular microphone arrays. The proposed PSD
estimation method is compared with the traditional single-
channel methods employing minimum statistics and MMSE-
based approaches for a rotating microphone setup, one speech
source and one stationary interfering point source.
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This paper is organized as follows. In section II, the signal
model is defined. In section III, the proposed method is pre-
sented by detailing the two-step approach consisting of DOA
estimation followed by multiple point source PSD estimation.
In section IV, the simulation procedure is described for the
evaluation of both estimation steps, and the results obtained
are then discussed. Finally, in section V, we conclude with a
summary and final remarks on the work presented.

II. SIGNAL MODEL

The signal recorded by a single, rotating and directional
microphone is modeled in the short-time Fourier transform
(STFT) domain as:

Y (k, n) =

P∑
p=1

a(k, θSp
−γn)H(k, θSp

)S(k, n, θSp
) +D(k, n)

(1)

where k corresponds to the discrete frequency index and n
corresponds to the discrete time frame index. We assume that
there are a total of P point sources in the far field, denoted
as S1, S2, . . . , SP , and that P is known. The expression in (1)
describes that while considering a two-dimensional scenario,
on the horizontal plane, the STFT of the resulting signal
recorded by the microphone Y (k, n) is a sum of the STFT
of the P point source signals S(k, n, θSp) arriving from P
distinct directions, θS1 to θSP

, multiplied by the direction-
dependent microphone response a(k, θSp

−γn), relative to the
microphone orientation γn, and by the room transfer function
(RTF) H(k, θSp

), added to diffuse or sensor noise D(k, n).
If we consider that the recording is performed in anechoic

conditions, then H(k, θp) = 1, ∀ k and for p = 1, . . . , P .
Assuming that the source signals are stationary, the PSDs
do not vary from one time frame n to another. Moreover, if
we assume that the source signals are uncorrelated, and that
the microphone response is real-valued, then the microphone
signal PSD φY (k, n) can be described as follows:

φY (k, n) =

P∑
p=1

a2(k, θp − γn)φS(k, θp) + φD(k, n) (2)

where φD(k, n) is the noise PSD for frequency k and time
frame n, and φS(k, θp) is the PSD for frequency k cor-
responding to a source at position θp. As the directional
microphone is oriented towards different directions γn for
different time frames n, the resulting microphone signal PSD
presents variations with n, since the relative positions of the
sound sources with respect to the microphone do not remain
the same, and consequently their PSD values are multiplied
with different squared microphone response coefficients over
time.

III. PROPOSED METHOD

A. DOA estimation based on group-sparsity regularization

Firstly, we define the vector φ̃Y ∈ RN , whose elements
correspond to the sum of PSD values over all K frequency

bins in each observation time frame, for a total of N different
frames:

φ̃Y =

[
K∑

k=1

φY (k, 1) . . .

K∑
k=1

φY (k,N)

]>
(3)

with [·]> as the transpose operator. We also define a dictionary
matrix A ∈ RN×KL containing the squared microphone
response coefficients for each frame and candidate source
direction from a grid of L uniformly distributed angles:

A =

a
2(θ1 − γ1) . . . a2(θL − γ1)

...
. . .

...
a2(θ1 − γN ) . . . a2(θL − γN )

 (4)

with:

a2(θi − γn) =
[
a2(1, θi − γn) . . . a2(K, θi − γn)

]
(5)

It is assumed that the angular dictionary contains θS1
to θSP

.
We now define the following linear system of equations:

φ̃Y = A φ̃S + φ̃D (6)

where the vector φ̃S ∈ RKL contains the PSD values of the
point source signals in all candidate directions ranging from
θ1 to θL:

φ̃S =
[
φ>S (θ1) . . . φ>S (θL)

]>
(7)

with φS(θi) ∈ RK defined as:

φS(θi) = [φS(1, θi) . . . φS(K, θi)]
> (8)

The vector φ̃D ∈ RN , similarly to φ̃Y , is defined as:

φ̃D =

[
K∑

k=1

φD(k, 1) . . .

K∑
k=1

φD(k,N)

]>
(9)

By ensuring that γ1 6= γ2 6= . . . 6= γN , with 0 ≤ γn ≤
2π, ∀n, and assuming that φ̃Y and A are known, source
localization can be achieved by solving the proposed linear
system of equations, which would allow us to identify from
the estimated vector φ̃S in which direction within the angular
dictionary there are peaks in power, indicating the point source
DOAs. Since the linear system in (6) is underdetermined, the
following Group Lasso optimization problem is considered:

minimize
φ̃S

1

2

∥∥∥φ̃Y −Aφ̃S

∥∥∥2
2
+ λ

L∑
i=1

‖φS(θi)‖2 (10)

subject to φ̃S ≥ 0 (11)

The nonnegativity constraint in (11) is necessary for com-
plying with the intrinsic nonnegativity property of PSD values
[9]. The Group Lasso formulation includes the regularization
term λ

∑L
i=1 ‖φS(θi)‖2, which enforces sparsity between so-

called different groups [10]. The group sparsity penalty res-
onates with the assumption that only a limited number of point
sources are present in space, and consequently, only a few of
the shorter vectors φS(θi) composing φ̃S should be nonzero.
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After solving the optimization problem (10)-(11) and obtaining
an estimate of φ̃S , and therefore, of φS(θ1), . . . ,φS(θL), the
PSD values are averaged over the K frequency bins for each
of the L candidate directions, allowing for DOA estimation
by finding the indices of θ for which there are peaks in the
average PSD exceeding a predetermined threshold. For a total
of P sources assumed to be present, P peaks should then be
identified.

B. Stationary point source power spectral density estimation

Although the previous step is sufficient for modelling and
estimating angular peaks in power and effectively estimating
the source DOAs, due to the use of a sparsity constraint in
the formulation of the optimization problem, the resulting
PSD estimates for all directions in the angular dictionary are
inherently biased [11]. Hence, a re-estimation step for the PSD
values using the previously estimated DOAs is proposed.

Using the PSD signal model in (2), a new linear system of
equations for the microphone signal PSD can be formulated,
for each frequency bin, as:

φY (k) = AS(k)φS(k) + φD(k) (12)

The matrix AS(k) ∈ RN×P now contains squared micro-
phone response coefficients for only the directions where the
P sources are assumed to be located, based on the preceding
DOA estimation, denoted by θ̂S1 , . . . , θ̂SP

:

AS(k) =

a
2(k, θ̂S1

− γ1) . . . a2(k, θ̂SP
− γ1)

...
...

a2(k, θ̂S1
− γN ) . . . a2(k, θ̂SP

− γN )

 (13)

The new PSD vectors are defined as follows:

φY (k) = [φY (k, 1) . . . φY (k,N)]
> (14)

φS(k) =
[
φS(k, θ̂S1

) . . . φS(k, θ̂SP
)
]>

(15)

φD(k) = [φD(k, 1) . . . φD(k,N)]
> (16)

If P ≤ N , an ordinary least-squares approach can be
used for solving the overdetermined linear system with a
nonnegativity constraint and estimating the PSD values of the
point sources:

minimize
φS(k)

1

2
‖φY (k)−AS(k)φS(k)‖

2
2 (17)

subject to φS(k) ≥ 0 (18)

Hence, in this re-estimation step, we avoid the bias induced
by the Group Lasso formulation presented in the DOA esti-
mation step and allow a more accurate PSD estimation for the
stationary point sources.

IV. SIMULATIONS

A. Setup

In order to evaluate the proposed method, simulations were
carried out such that it was possible to first test the DOA
estimation separately, and then evaluate the performance of

the stationary point source PSD estimation following such
preliminary step. When evaluating the DOA estimation, two
point sources of white Gaussian noise of equal power, denoted
σ2
S , are placed in the far field with an angular separation

varying from 30° to 180°. Additive spatially white Gaussian
noise of power σ2

D is also included and the signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR), defined as σ2

S/σ
2
D, is set to 0 dB and 15 dB in two

different simulations. When evaluating the PSD estimation,
since the main motivation for performing such step is to later
allow noise reduction and speech enhancement, we employ
one speech source and one stationary point source classified
as an interference, even though one of the assumptions implied
in the proposed method is set to be violated (i.e., one of the
sources is not stationary). The speech source of average power
σ2
S is simulated with a recording of a male speaker from

Music for Archimedes [12], and the interfering point source
is simulated with a white Gaussian noise of power σ2

I . They
have their positions fixed at 0° and 180°, respectively, with a
signal-to-interference ratio (SIR), defined as σ2

S/σ
2
I , of 3 dB.

We seek to estimate the PSD of the interfering point source
when there is no additive noise.

We then simulate a microphone recording of the resulting
signal with the microphone oriented towards the directions
of 0°, 60°, 120°, 180°, 240°, and 300°, by multiplying the
simulated source signal with the known microphone responses
a(k, θSp

−γn) resulting in N = 6 different observation frames.
The duration of each frame is 500ms. The sampling frequency
is 16 kHz, and the microphone remains static during one time
frame. The PSD φY (k, n) is estimated using Welch’s method,
considering K = 512 frequency bins, employing a Hann
window and 50% overlap. The angular dictionary for building
the matrix A presents a 5° resolution, resulting in a grid
with L = 72 candidate directions for the point sources. In
all simulations, the true DOAs are chosen to be on grid.

The optimization problems defined in (10)-(11) and (17)-
(18) are solved using CVX [13], with the regularization
parameter λ in (10) set to 0.01‖A>φ̃Y ‖∞, with ‖ · ‖∞ as
the l∞-norm, and a total of 100 realizations simulated for
each of the scenarios previously described. We evaluate the
performance of the proposed DOA estimation method in terms
of root-mean-square error (RMSE), computed as:

RMSE =

√√√√ 1

Nr

Nr∑
l=1

∑P
p=1(θSp − θ̂lSp

)2

P
(19)

where Nr is the total number of realizations, θSp is the true
DOA of source Sp, and θ̂lSp

is the estimated DOA of source
Sp in realization l.

Various cardioid microphone responses are simulated, both
with a flat frequency response, as well as with distinct
frequency-dependent directivity patterns to simulate more real-
istic conditions where a microphone becomes more directional
for higher frequencies, allowing a performance comparison
between different responses. For a normalized frequency value
f ∈ [0, 1], and a direction θ ∈ [0, 2π], the frequency-dependent
directivity patterns, denoted as Sub-to-cardioid and Omni-to-
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cardioid, are defined as a linear combination of two directivity
functions:

a(f, θ) = (1− f)aL(θ) + faH(θ) (20)

where:

aH(θ) = 0.5 + 0.5 cos(θ)

aL(θ) = 0.75 + 0.25 cos(θ)
Sub-to-cardioid (21)

or:

aH(θ) = 0.5 + 0.5 cos(θ)

aL(θ) = 1
Omni-to-cardioid (22)

We also compare the RMSE obtained when using the
simulated cardioid microphone of flat frequency response with
the wideband MUSIC algorithm [14], [15] with harmonic
averaging [16] applied to a simulated 6-element uniform linear
array (ULA) and to a simulated 6-element uniform circular
array (UCA), with a microphone spacing of 5 cm.

For evaluating the accuracy of the interfering stationary
point source PSD estimation, we compute the normalized
mean-square error (NMSE) per frequency bin as:

NMSE(k) =
1

Nr

Nr∑
l=1

(
φSI

(k)− φ̂lSI
(k)

φSI
(k)

)2

(23)

where φSI
(k) is the true interfering source PSD and φ̂lSI

(k)
is the estimated PSD in realization l. We compare the NMSE
obtained with the proposed method with the NMSE obtained
when employing the single-channel methods based on mini-
mum statistics [17], [18] and on the unbiased minimum mean-
square error (MMSE) estimator [19], with implementations
from Voicebox [20], while using the same simulated output
from the cardioid microphone that is oriented towards different
directions for different time frames.

B. Results

The RMSE values resulting from the DOA estimation of
two sources for different SNRs and angular separation values
obtained with the proposed method and different microphone
responses are presented in Fig. 1. We can observe that
for the proposed method, larger angular separation between
sources contributes to lower RMSE values. We also notice
a performance improvement when the microphone response
presents a higher degree of directivity for larger frequency
ranges, with the best case being the ideal cardioid pattern
with a flat frequency response. The performance comparison
between the proposed method for a cardioid microphone with
a flat frequency response and the MUSIC algorithm applied
to the linear and circular arrays in terms of RMSE for DOA
estimation is presented in Fig. 2. We observe that the proposed
method presents overall a lower error than MUSIC for both
array geometries and SNR levels under the condition of
sufficient angular separation between sources, which situates
between 60° and 90° for 0 dB SNR and between 30° and 60°
for 15 dB SNR. The resulting NMSE values per frequency
bin for the interfering stationary point source PSD estima-

tion obtained with minimum statistics (MS), minimum mean-
square error estimator (MMSE) and the proposed method are
shown in Fig. 3. We can observe that for all methods, the
error for frequencies up to approximately 2000Hz is higher
than for the remaining frequency bands, most likely due to
the speech signal power being mostly concentrated in lower
frequency bands. In addition, due to the total observation time
considered for a set of 6 different microphone orientations
reaching 3 s, we violate the assumption of signal stationarity
made in the signal model in (2), since a speech signal’s average
stationarity window is around 20 ms [21]. Consequently, the
DOA estimation can be affected by the variations in the
speech PSD values between successive frames, consequently
also affecting the PSD estimation of the stationary point
source. Nevertheless, we can observe that overall, the proposed
method still presents a higher estimation accuracy than the
traditional single-channel methods considered for the given
setup.
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Fig. 1: RMSE of DOA estimation of two stationary point
source signals for varying angular separations and different
SNRs, obtained with different microphone responses.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a method for estimating the PSD of a
stationary point source while exploiting spatial information
in terms of the DOA of signals arriving at a single direc-
tional microphone was proposed. With the microphone being
able to record while successively facing distinct directions, a
group-sparsity constrained optimization problem was solved,
allowing the DOA estimation for point source signals via the
identification of peaks in PSD levels over a given angular dic-
tionary. The estimated DOAs were used for reducing the linear
system of equations resulting from the proposed signal model
and re-estimating the point source PSD. Simulation results
showed that the proposed method of DOA estimation presents
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Fig. 2: RMSE of DOA estimation of two stationary point
source signals for varying angular separations and different
SNRs, obtained with wideband MUSIC and the proposed
method.
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Fig. 3: NMSE of interfering point source PSD estimation per
frequency, obtained with minimum statistics (MS), minimum
mean-square error (MMSE) estimator and proposed method.

higher accuracy when there is a larger angular separation
between sources, as well as a stronger microphone directivity
over wider frequency bands. Moreover, the PSD estimation
of a stationary interfering point source after estimating the
DOA presented higher accuracy than traditional single-channel
methods that do not exploit spatial information of audio
sources from the rotating microphone recordings. Future work
includes experimental tests, expanding the proposed DOA
estimation method to off-grid locations by means of integrated

wideband dictionaries [22], [23], and considering the presence
of reverberation and speech signals into the proposed model.
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